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 SHIPPING & HANDLING Our .MD files come with all the geospatial data needed to create high-quality maps with Google Earth Enterprise Fusion. As with all .MD files, .MD files are a vector format based on OpenGIS standard. You can use .MD files with any .MD importer or even a mobile app for OS .MD importers. .SH IMPORTS You can import .MD files using .MD importers or with
Google Earth Enterprise Fusion. The following sections describe how to use each method. .CAUTION When importing .MD files using the .MD importer, you must create and specify scenes in your .MD files. If you use .MD import settings when importing .MD files, the geospatial data does not import into a scene. .PROBLEM You want to import .MD files. .SOLUTION Import .MD files using
the .MD importer. For more information, see Import and Export 3D and 2D Vector Files. .SH IMPORTING MD VECTOR GRID WITH THE MD IMPORTER Use the .MD importer to create .MD files that contain geospatial data, such as DEMs and orthophotos. You can import .MD files with the importer in Google Earth EC or in Google Earth Enterprise Fusion. To import geospatial data into
Google Earth EC, you use the .MD importer in the Importer menu on the Google Earth EC Home page or in the menu Import Data. You can also import the data from .MD files into Google Earth Enterprise Fusion. .SH IMPORTING MD VECTOR GRID WITH THE .MD IMPORTER You can import .MD files with the .MD importer into: - Google Earth Enterprise Fusion. For more information,

see [Add or update geospatial data](../../../../../connext-pro/administration/add-or-update-geospatial-data.md). - Google Earth EC. For more information, see [How to open or import a file](../../../../../install/enterprise/How-to-open-or- 82157476af
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